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P

ersonal fabrication tools, such as 3D printers, are on the
way to enabling a future in which non-technical users will
be able to create custom objects. With the recent drop in price
for 3D printing hardware, these tools are about to enter the
mass market: While the average consumer 3D printer was
priced at $14,000 in 2007, today’s hardware costs, on average,
only $500[10]. Given the decreasing price, it is not surprising
that the number of consumer 3D printers sold has doubled
every year[10].
While the hardware is now affordable and the number of people
who own a 3D printer is increasing, only a few users actually
create new 3D models. Most download models from a platform,
such as Thingiverse, and fabricate them on their 3D printers.
At most, users adjust a few parameters of the model, such as
changing its color or browsing between predetermined shape
options.
I believe that personal fabrication has the potential for more: I
envision a future in which, rather than just consuming existing
content, 3D printers will allow non-technical users to create
objects that only trained experts can create today. While there
are many open challenges, I will use this article to discuss
how we can improve the interaction model underlying current
fabrication devices.

Similar to 3D printers today,
early computers were limited
to expert users because when
programs were executed in
one go overnight, users had to
know what they were doing to
succeed.

1.3 Towards Turn-Taking and
Direct Manipulation
However, today we are at a
point at which even non-technical users can use personal
computers. Beside many technical developments, two
advances in the interaction model enabled this: (1) the move
from executing in one go to turn-taking, and (2) the move from
turn-taking to direct manipulation[3].
1) Turn-taking: By decreasing the interaction unit to single
requests, turn-taking systems, such as the command line,
provided users with feedback after every input. This enabled
the trial-and-error process that non-technical users tend
to employ: quickly iterating through potential solutions and
building each step onto the results of previous ones[2].
However, while the turn-taking interaction model provided
a great step forward to making the technology available for
non-technical users, the feedback cycle was still limited in that
it consisted of two discrete steps: users first had to create an
input and only afterwards received feedback.
2) Direct manipulation: With the invention of direct
manipulation[9] that further decreased the interaction unit to a
single feature, users finally received real-time feedback: Input
by the user and output by the system are so tightly coupled
that no visible lag exists. This tightened feedback cycle has
many benefits, among others that “novices can learn basic
functionality quickly” and “retain operational concepts”[8].
(See Figure 1.)

1.1 Interaction Model with 3D Printers Today
In the current interaction model, users sit at a computer and
use a digital 3D editor to create a digital 3D model. Only at
the end of the design process do users send the file to the 3D
printer, which creates the object in one go. Because 3D printing
is slow, this process tends to take hours of printing time for
small objects and may even require overnight printing.

1.2 Drawing a Parallel to Personal Computing
Looking back in history, this interaction model with the delayed
feedback was also common with early computers[1]. In the
early ’60s, computers were so slow that the average program
had to be executed overnight. Feedback was delayed until the
next morning and if a program failed, users had to repeat the
entire process, potentially waiting another night for results.
Figure 1
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Figure 1. Server Feedback

Figure 2: constructable

As described above, the current interaction model of 3D
printers requires objects to be fabricated in one go. Thus,
from a human-computer interaction standpoint, we are today
at the point at which we were with personal computers in the
1960s: Only few users are able to use the technology, and even
for experts, it is a cumbersome process due to the delayed
feedback.

While constructable allows for fast physical feedback, the
interaction is still best described as turn-taking because it
consists of two discrete steps: users first perform a command
and then the system responds with physical feedback.

1.4 Bringing Direct Manipulation to Fabrication
I argue that by repeating the evolution of the interaction model
from personal computing, we will see the same benefits for
personal fabrication: Direct manipulation will allow nontechnical users to create physical objects as easily as they
manipulate digital data with today’s personal computers.
A direct manipulation system for personal fabrication needs
to have four main characteristics: 1) the physical environment
is the workspace, not a digital editor; 2) users work hands-on
on the physical workpiece through physical tools as known
from traditional crafting; 3) each physical action results in
immediate physical change, which can also be reversed; and
4) in contrast to traditional crafting, users receive support from
a computer system that helps to achieve precision.

2) Direct Manipulation: Continuous Forming. By decreasing
the interaction unit even further to a single feature, we
explore how to make the workpiece change while the user is
manipulating it, resulting in real-time physical feedback: Input
by the user and output by the fabrication device are so tightly
coupled that no visible lag exists. Our system FormFab[7]
provides such continuous physical feedback (see Figure 3). To
accomplish this, FormFab neither adds nor subtracts material,
but instead reshapes it (formative fabrication). A heat gun
attached to a robotic arm warms up a thermoplastic sheet until
it becomes compliant; users then control a pneumatic system
that applies either pressure or vacuum, thereby pushing the
material outwards or pulling it inwards. As users interact, they
see the workpiece change continuously.

In the following section, we show examples of two systems
that implement the requirements listed above and iteratively
decrease the interaction unit from entire objects, to single
elements, to features to achieve real-time physical feedback.
1) Turn-taking: Interactive Laser-Cutting. To illustrate what
a turn-taking system for personal fabrication might look
like, we decrease the interaction unit from entire objects to
single elements. In our system constructable[6], users draw
with a laser pointer onto the workpiece inside a laser cutter.
The drawing is captured with a camera. As soon as the user
finishes drawing an element, such as a line, the constructable
system beautifies the path and cuts it, resulting in physical
output after every editing step. Different tools allow users
to accomplish different tasks, such as copy-pasting physical
shapes or creating matching finger joints between two edges.
In addition, constructable ensures that all physical output is
aligned (see Figure 2).

Figure 3

“I envision a future in which,
rather than just consuming
existing content, 3D printers will
allow non-technical users to
create objects that only trained
experts can create today.”
Figure 2
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1.5 Discussion
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“By repeating the evolution of the
interaction model from personal
computing, we will see the same
benefits for personal fabrication:
direct manipulation will allow
non-technical users to create
physical objects as easily as
they manipulate digital data with
today’s personal computers.”
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B

ackground. What went wrong with the election polls in the
2016 U.S. presidential election? How can the online activity
of the population help curate better life experiences for all?
Can we utilize online personas for reaching out to individuals
in a targeted manner? What about predicting the demand for
espadrilles this summer? Or ranking the performance of your
favorite sports team? And what happened to the promise of
using collective wisdom for stopping the spread of ‘’fake news’’
on Facebook?

In short, the key intellectual
challenge is in finding a
sufficiently flexible model
for social data that is both
statistically and computationally
tractable. This is a major
challenge, and its successful
resolution can have substantial
impact on all the previously
mentioned scenarios — and
many others.
Turning Weakness to Strength. To progress toward such a
grand challenge, it is essential to identify the properties of
social data that are ubiquitous across a variety of scenarios and
that can be captured to develop meaningful models.

We have identified one such property: social data is (or should
be) anonymous. That is, from the data-processing perspective,
it should not matter who has generated the data. To put it
another way, the overall conclusion should remain invariant
if we re-name the individuals who have generated the data.
For example, the results of a democratic election should not
Answers to all those questions depend on our ability to process
change even if the voters’ names change, as long as the total
“social” data to extract meaningful information. For the past
number of votes for each candidate remains the same. In the
few decades, and even more so recently, everything online is
same way, the popularity of a specific style of espadrilles does
being recorded. If aliens came to earth and inspected the social
not depend on which specific individuals bought them, only on
data — generated by us as a society (not by machines) — they
how many pairs are being purchased.
would learn, for instance, that Patriots’ Day is when the Boston
Marathon is held.
Anonymity seems like a constraint or a weakness from any
angle you look at it.
Put another way: Social data presents us with an enormous
opportunity for making data-driven decisions for better living,
After all, anonymity and privacy protections restrict the type
more efficient operations, more effective policy making, and
of information that we can mine from data. But we derive
overall uplifting of societies. Here, data is the enabler. Access
strength from this apparent weakness. It will help us address
to social data has been democratized; the key to success lies
the challenge of developing tractable and flexible models for
in the ability to process it so that we can extract meaningful
social data.
information from it. This makes it feasible for someone like
me as an “ivory-tower” academic to carefully think through
Mathematically, anonymity can be viewed as the underlying
a solution, test it out, and then have a chance of making an
“probabilistic model” having a certain “exchangeability”
impact in the real world — and, in the process, advance the
property. A remarkable development in mathematical
foundations of statistics and machine learning. In that sense,
statistics, starting with the work of de Finetti in the 1930s with
social-data processing presents an unusual, potentially oncefurther developments in the 1970s and 1980s, provides a crisp
in-a-generational, opportunity that can lead to a remarkable
non-parametric characterization for such models: the Latent
convergence of academia and industry.
Variable Model. We utilize the Latent Variable Model for socialdata processing for a variety of scenarios, including some of
Challenge. The standard approach for data-driven decisions
those discussed in the questions that opened this article.
following statistical decision theory is to use an appropriate
model that connects data to decision variables, helps make
Taking the First Steps. We start by examining the question
desired predictions, and eventually facilitates optimization
of designing personalization or recommendation systems
over decision choices. Here, data is generated by humans, so
such as those used by Netflix, YouTube, Amazon, and Spotify.
modeling social behavioral aspects is essential. Any social
Here, the goal is using the history of an entire population’s
scientist can attest that modeling human behavior is an
preferences to predict which movies, music, books, or other
extremely intricate task and the resulting models can be highly
products that individual consumers may like and that they
context-dependent. That makes it especially challenging to
have not already experienced. On one hand, the question is:
come up with effective, meaningful models. The only hope is
What is the best algorithm to design for that end goal using the
for gaining access to lots of social data to decipher the right
non-parametric model emerging from exchangeability? On the
model for a particular interest from a large class of models. In
other hand, that question has been with us since the dawn of
other words, we need a model that is flexible enough to capture
the e-commerce era.
a wide array of social scenarios. But the model must be
sufficiently tractable so that with enough data it can capture the
There is a popular algorithm, called Collaborative Filtering[0],
ground truth faithfully, and it is important that such a system
that has been with us from the start and that continues to be
can computationally scale along with the data.
used due to its simplicity and empirical success. In a nutshell,
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